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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Project Summary  
The project evaluated methods of employment and concepts of operations for unmanned systems in the 
defense of chokepoints, to include feasibility and challenges of unmanned systems as primary lines of 
defense. This course of action is driven by the shrinking submarine force called upon to conduct other 
higher priority missions. The belief is that autonomous unmanned systems operating in conjunction with 
traditional surface and air platforms may offer alternatives for, or augmentation to, manned submarines 
in the defense of chokepoints. 
Keywords: defense of chokepoints; autonomous, unmanned, surface vessels  
Background 
The sponsor is keenly interested in the value of adding unmanned autonomous surface vessels (UASVs) 
to the fleet in order to gain greater warfighting capability at lower cost. The Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA)’s anti-submarine warfare (ASW) Continuous Trail Unmanned Vessel 
(ACTUV) program delivered a 132ft fully autonomous, unmanned ship capable of carrying 20 tons of 
sensors and/or weapons at a total first build cost of $22M. The ship is being tested under Office of Naval 
Research (ONR) direction by Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) Systems Center 
Pacific (SSC Pacific) in San Diego and has demonstrated long duration, unmanned operations in the open 
ocean. This is the primary data point for extrapolating a UASV fleet capable of conducting operations to 
monitor and hold a chokepoint. In addition, modeling indicates communications with airborne 
surveillance systems such as broad area maritime surveillance (BAMS) and Boeing P-8 Poseidon can 
significantly enhance lethality should the chokepoint be challenged by sea or undersea forces. 
Findings and Conclusions  
A number of previous studies were instrumental to this project. LCDR Kevin Solem’s thesis, reported 
teaming the Boeing P-8 Poseidon with ACTUV in a tactical ASW scenario increased the probability of kill 
and decreased the time to kill. This effort was used as the basis for a capstone report from the Systems 
Engineering (SE) 320 class which defined the functional and physical architecture for a theater anti-
submarine warfare (TASW) mission package deployed on a Medium Displacement Unmanned Surface 
Vessel (MDUSV). Together, the two study efforts define the value of the UASV as well as the functional 
and physical systems architecture necessary to the TASW mission.  
The SE320 capstone provided a comprehensive analysis of the TASW mission requirements for holding a 
chokepoint. The team defined the mission or problem and conducted an operational analysis to 
determine what the system will do and why. This was followed by a functional architecture which defined 
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capabilities needed to meet each operational requirement. They then created a physical architecture to 
define the generic systems and interfaces necessary to enable the architecture requirements. The final step 
was to assess the architecture to validate performance and shortfalls. 
The findings were significant. The sonar capabilities were determined insufficient to the TASW mission 
due to size and weight constraints of the MDUSV. Although algorithm development is progressing, they 
do not provide automated classification of submarines without human in-the-loop interaction. 
Autonomous coordinated search and track algorithm developments are underway but far from 
operational.  
Recommendations for Further Research 
The recommended actions for further research follow directly from the findings of the SE320 report.  
• Develop an acoustic performance model to determine minimum sonar array characteristics necessary 
for TASW mission package passive detection and tracking of a submarine in a variety of sonar 
environments. 
• Perform a feasibility analysis of sonar system integration with the MDUSV to include the 
combination of a towed sonar system and a Sonobuoy Launcher System. 
• Expand analysis of autonomous search and track tactics to maximize search, localization, and tracking 
performance in a variety of acoustic environments based on projected sonar performance. This 
includes algorithms for autonomous coordination of search and track patterns to include dynamic 
shifts for planned interruptions, such as interrogation of a POSSUB, or unplanned interruptions, such 
as secondary contact avoidance or sensor failure of one unit in a group. 
• Create algorithms to support autonomous development of collaborative area of uncertainty (AOU) 
using multiple expansion rates as identified in the function Localize Contact (FN.1.2.3) in Section 
IV.C.2.b of this report. 
• Create machine learning algorithms to support autonomous classification of sonar contacts, 
integrated with surface search sensors such as radar detection of surface contacts, as identified in 
Section III.A.4.b of this report. 
• Perform a feasibility analysis of data fusion using Link 16 or Link 22 J-series messages to pass TASW 
mission data to enable collaborative TASW. 
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ACTUV - ASW Continuous Trail Unmanned Vessel 
area of uncertainty (AOU) 
ASW - anti-submarine warfare 
BAMS - broad area maritime surveillance 
DARPA - Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
MDUSV - Medium Displacement Unmanned Surface Vessel 
ONR – Office of Naval Research 
POSSUB - unplanned interruptions 
SPAWAR - Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command 
Systems Center Pacific (SSC Pacific) 
SE – systems engineering  
TASW - theater anti-submarine warfare 
UASVs - unmanned autonomous surface vessels 
